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Colormen Salon - New Home of Liu Hai Su
Hotel Equatorial Shanghai and local artists join forces to host the Colormen Salon
event over an afternoon tea feast at the Imperial Hall. The event honoured a
renowned painter in China, Liu Hai Su and announced the launch of the new Liu
Hai Su Art Museum.
The event kicked off with scrumptious afternoon tea treats, carefully prepared
according to the event theme. On stage, Ms. Hua Yan, MC, gave an introduction
of the famous Liu Hai Su. Among the guests present were Mr. Mingjie Lin from a
local media, Mr. Gang Zhu, curator of Liu Hai Su Art Museum, Ms Chan Liu,
daughter of Liu Hai Su, Hua Yan, TV host and Mr Feng Ling, a fellow artist.
Liu was a passionate painter who combined both Western and Eastern techniques
to his works of art. Not only did he excel in oil painting and Chinese painting, he
also modernized art education in China. Liu’s dedication for art led him to
establish the Shanghai Academy of Painting Art.
His deep love for Mount Huangshan was widely known, expressed in his many
paintings of this picturesque mountain. Having traveled in Europe for years, he has
held exhibitions and received a number of honours.
Closing the event, Gang Zhu announced the relocation of Liu Hai Su Art Museum
to Yan’an Road, which will house an extensive collection of the artist’s works. The
museum will be open to public on 18th August 2016.
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About Hotel Equatorial Shanghai
Strategically located in the heart of downtown Shanghai, Hotel Equatorial Shanghai offers 506
stunning guest rooms and suites. Renowned for its warm hospitality and excellent customer service,
the hotel also offers extensive business, meeting and recreational facilities. More information on
Hotel Equatorial Shanghai is available at www.equatorial.com/shanghai.

